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Hear George, 

The House assassins committee, hopefully 	upon unrecognised self-destruction, 
is back with the Spragues named Richard, from the hard-headed (and nosed) to the soft-
headed. They are also distinguished, these Richard Sprague-0o  be, their middle initials, 
A and E. 

It is my information that the committee wheel who goes most for -ale as. orted nut 
tries is Tannenbaum, who apoears to remain in contact with and not disenchanted with 
nano. Be also appeare to be the one all for the second diehard *ague who, confusingly 
enough, on political ameassinations is the first diehard Sprague. 

Sprague's theory of greatest immediate attractiveness to the assassins committee is 
that the JFK assassination was pulled off from an umbrella. The crazy notion has earlier 
forms not original with Sprague. he is great at taking something else and improving it, 
like i,ane. Unlike Lane, in all other ways he is a very nice guy. As is his pal, the 
Mass. architect 'sob Cutler. Cutler hat done a bock on The Umbrella Man. 

These guys do not know what they are missing. There are two but they've captured 
only one. If the assassins nab the second it will be bigger than Bigfoot. 

Josiah (Tink) Thompson first made aonething of the nothingness, that a man on the 
north side of Elm St was signalling by closing an umbrella that he had had up for no 
pparent reason after it had stopped raining more than an hour earlier. 

Signalling also is big among the demon investigators. They have entire crews who 
have to be kept in close contact. One meps is by radio and the first radioman is one 
James Hicks from whose left rear pocket JoneR Ilarris claimed to see an aerial wire 
trailing. Aftee it ma all over, that is: (nes is a 4ixeman who pretended to be an 
RIM 	 i man for years. He has some interesting other cone'octions. I guess the best thing that 
from my experience can be said about him is how principled his mother was to refuse to 
merry his father. Rath Gordon, Jed Harris.)No matter that dicks is crazy and in the crazy 
house. Sprggue picked that signalmaa bit up from Harris in Garrison's offise and has 
been chasing it since. The whole thing got a big boost from Church committee testimony 
establishing that there actually were such CIA devices. 

liobody applied the simple tests. in this case, assrmaine an intent to aaeaseinate 
bEy Webrella, the sieplest is was it possible? The photograehic proof of impossibility 
is without possibility of question. 

All this time I've forgotten e you know this Sprague! 	is the one who has you the 
teleassin of Dave Ferris. If this diseeaeifies you from doing a story let me know. I want 
it to appeer and I'll give it to another. But LS you want to slip back Late your second 
life as a CIA operative you can be the first one to penetrate the star chamber. Odd h ow 
all the papers breathed a sign of rake and atypically forot all about this wretched. 
ness as re, soon as they (lecided to operate in total secrecy. Once was a time papers did 
approve of government in total secrecy. As I have seen Bradley over-react to Lame so do 
i believe all the major media have me-reacted to the dauntroy/Lane/Gregory CIA charges. 



If I kept book on the nuts I'd be doing nothing else.t was Cutler who nominated 
you assassin.. wasn't it? You'd never believe what kind a nice guy he is in all other 
areas of life. 

If you ask the committee it Sirague is on the peyrolland it has not yet been cleared 
it won t be so pleaee don't do that. If they know of your interest they'll kill the deal. 
ou may have a safe way. 2f not just let me know if you era interested and in my way and 
after mom time I'll get a second source. I consider my first one an tereenent source. 
Once we have confirmation it becomes safe to ask. Maybe some kind of anniversary also is 
safe. itke now that it is blank months to the day since 4tokes became chairman, who are 
the new employees? Or a month after Blakey? Being interested in no single, employee. 
You'll probably Bee other such opportunities for a dull SAY. 

But reading this Richard Sprague is not dull. l "Computers" and "feople in the POSEN 
og TIM." One of the two is capitalised in the tiate. I get it only when someone else 
vomits up a copy. And donle keep it in my office files so 1 °milt check conveniently. 
This Sprague has something like 50 conspirators on the scene. Up, all in mealey Plaza. 
Be is the father of the "tramp' picture "improved" by Webermen after the earlier im-
provements by Garrison et al. Re even gave the winos +led teampe namee,Like 2renchY, 
after the trenEh cut of his clothes. Some how down in ew Orleans one became LB to farm 
manager. Samehow on: was "identified! as "Skinny Ralph," a sujposed OKI operative. You 
know about Edgar Eugene Bradley, of eouree, Lane was in on that one, but big. Began with 
Bill Turner and Bexley. 

I understand the new plane include the rehabilleation of terse *tramp" pictures. 
beginnifte with a detailed reconstruction from the moment they woes Picked up‘ Of course 
*if they do this right they lakkkm eliminate. But how such creator easy and be that 
looking into it at all based on nothing? 

There is more about these pureeinebearts. *t seems like the Portz planned a book 
all along,. Whether or net his pressures helped $t deMohrensohildt over the thin line the Pons launched one 0 of the earlier disinformation operattome with his study, along with 
a paraceid named Vinoent Salendida/ of the Zapruder. film. Complete with 'sketches traced 
from protections of the slides of the film they "peeves that GoeneIly was not hit until 
quite some time by any a000disting ha bad very visibly been hit. Thie, was in Greater Fiala-
delphis Magazine in 1966. I think i have the story somep) ce. -o was editor or a staffer, 
.erobably accounts for the Sehveiker hkeste link. Be also worked on the Odin bit, not 
very productively. it eppeare that the comeittee had her around to eyeball Rill and that she 
IDed negatively. Not oonfirmed. 

Best, 


